
Wing chair in fabric 8277, 3 seater sofa in fabric 8607, small scatter cushion in 8757, 2 seater sofa in fabric 8757, small scatter cushions in 8607. Legged ottoman in fabric 8757.  All smokey oak/satin nickel castor legs (FL2).

The Chair needs a small scatter, the Wing chair has no split 
front border.
 
The Legged ottoman needs to have the same legs as the 
sofas, it looks proportionally too small and too short.
 
Can the scroll at the top of each sofa/chair arm look like the 
scroll arm in the attached image. The arm decoration needs 
to be rounder at the top.
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Supplied on glides.



All copyright, design right and other intellectual property rights in our designs and products (and in the images, text and design of this artwork) are and will remain the property of Alstons. (Any infringement of these rights will be 
pursued vigorously). We reserve the right to make alterations without prior notice for product improvement. Photographs are for guide purposes only and are as accurate as printing processes allow. All dimensions are approximate.

Arm caps 
will help 
protect your 
furniture 
from wear 
and tear 
and are 
available as 
an optional 
accessory.

Leg options

Antique/polished brass 
castor (C5).

smokey oak/satin nickel 
castor legs (FL2).

3 seater sofa in fabric 8607, small scatter cushions in 8757. Chair in fabric 8607, small scatter cushion in 8757. Legged ottoman in fabric 8757. 
All legs smokey oak/satin nickel castor (FL2).

3 seater sofa in fabric 8826, small scatter cushions in 8256, ebony/chrome castor legs (C6). 

3 seater sofa in fabric 8319, small scatter cushions in 8449, smokey oak/satin nickel castor legs (FL2). 3 seater sofa in fabric 8938, small scatter cushions in 2228, ebony/chrome castor legs (C6).

Ebony/chrome castor legs 
(C6).

Arm caps

Smokey oak solid (AV3). Ebony solid (C4).Antique solid (C3).


